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DYNAMITE® Results

Dyna-Pro™! Dyna-Pro™! Dyna-Pro™!
Submitted by DYNAMITE® Director, Dawn Swinehart, CO

“Little did I know that our second horse
would be such a teacher for us. He came with
the name Bandit and we only kept his name
because he stole our hearts. He was everything
you were not supposed buy in a horse. He
cribbed, he bucked, he had low weight, but
there was just something about him... 

Bandit showed us a thing or two about
trust issues, keeping weight on and colic. The
first colic, vet comes, does the routine. Next
year another colic routine again. Our third year
with him and this time he colics three times
one summer. The last time was very scary, hard
to keep him up shivering in pain. Vet comes
and does the routine - Bandit had a small
impaction.

I then find out about this product line
called DYNAMITE® and I start on the basic pro-
gram. One of the main points I learned was to
stop the alfalfa which is something we had
never heard before. It turns out that Bandit
cannot tolerate even a leaf of alfalfa. I was so
pleased with how it was all explained by my
distributor and so impressed with the condition
of  horses, that I became a distributor myself. I
see wonderful results with the program: weight
gain, shiny coats, and no colic for two years. 

This winter I arrived home to see Bandit
at the gate. All of a sudden he is lifting his back
leg and looking at it, then he turns and looks at
the other side. Oh, no! I try to relax myself and
think DYNAMITE®. I give him a pinch of PGR

with 6 pumps of Dyna-ProTM. I wasn’t quite
sure he was colicky but just in case. I do the
feeding and Bandit walks away from the hay
and lays down. I quickly run to the house and
get the syringe, Dyna-ProTM, phone and vet’s
number, and my husband. We syringe in 20
cc’s of Dyna-ProTM and start walking. For my
peace of mind, I give him another 10 cc’s of

“My comfort level with Dyna-ProTM is
to have six in the cupboard... 

four to sell and two for myself!”

Pictured to the left: Dawn Swinehart with Bandit

Dyna-ProTM. After a half an hour he seems fine and is anxious to eat. I never had to
call the vet. WOW!!!! 

That’s why I like 6 bottles on the shelf, you never know even if you are using the
products when outside factors enter into the equation and throw things out of balance.
I attribute this last episode to a batch of bad hay which is now off our land.”

—Dawn Swinehart

Pictured Above: Dawn Swinehart’s DYNAMITE® horses


